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Abstract: Optimal sizing of residential photovoltaic (PV) generation and energy storage (ES) systems is a timely issue since government policies aggressively promote installing renewable energy sources in many countries, and small-sized PV and ES systems have been recently developed for easy use in residential areas. We in this paper investigate the problem of finding the optimal capacities of PV and ES systems in the context of home load management in smart grids. Unlike existing studies on optimal sizing of PV and ES that have been treated as a part of designing hybrid energy systems or polygeneration systems that are stand-alone or connected to the grid with a fixed energy price, our model explicitly considers the varying electricity price that is a result of individual load management of the customers in the market. The problem we have is formulated by a D-day capacity planning problem, the goal of which is to minimize the overall expense paid by each customer for the planning period. The overall expense is the sum of expenses to buy electricity and to install PV and ES during D days. Since each customer wants to minimize his/her own monetary expense, their objectives look conflicting, and we first regard the problem as a multi-objective optimization problem. Additionally, we secondly formulate the problem as a D-day noncooperative game between customers, which can be solved in a distributed manner and, thus, is better fit to the pricing practice in smart grids. In order to have a converging result of the best-response game, we use the so-called proximal point algorithm. With numerical investigation, we find Pareto-efficient trajectories of the problem, and the converged game-theoretic solution is shown to be mostly worse than the Pareto-efficient solutions.
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1. Introduction

Customers are being provided high-quality and economically-efficient electricity supply by smart grids. Smart grids are electricity networks that use digital and other advanced technologies to monitor and manage the transport of electricity from all generation sources to meet the varying electricity demands of end-users [1]. Moreover, future smart grids are expected to contribute to ensuring the efficient and sustainable use of natural resources and then reducing carbon emissions [2].

Attached to smart grids connecting an electricity service provider, a smart meter at the customer side schedules the activation of home appliances and controls, if any, residential energy generation and storage systems, which is so-called demand-side load management [3]. The residential version of demand-side load management typically aims at reducing and/or shifting energy consumption [4]. Furthermore, increasing forces and policies that promote green-energy technologies, such as wind, solar-photovoltaic (PV) generation and energy storage (ES), to be installed at home, cause residential load management to be more complicated [5].
Many load management methods without considering energy generation and storage have been proposed (e.g., [6] and the references therein). A main theme of these methods is how to encourage distributed customers to individually and voluntarily manage their load, for example to reduce their consumption at peak hours. Real-time pricing is a possible option that lets the price of electricity vary at different hours of the day and facilitates interactions between the service provider and customers. The price released by the service provider is assumed to be immediately responsive to the load scheduling from customers, and then, customers re-establish their consumption schedule according to the price. With such interactions, the load management could be performed in a distributed way [7,8]. In [6], the interaction is not only by pricing, but by a specially-designed incentive method, while keeping the customers’ overall expense from increasing.

In [9], a residential load management method for customers owning distributed energy generation and ES devices is proposed in the form of day-ahead optimization. The main objective of these customers is to reduce their monetary expense during the time period of analysis by producing and/or storing energy rather than just purchasing their energy needs from the grid. The problem is formulated as a noncooperative Nash game, and equilibrium points are identified with convex cost functions. When considering time-shiftable appliances, the load management problem becomes a mixed integer programming problem and usually is hard to solve [6,10], and the convergence to a Nash equilibrium is not easily guaranteed. Especially focusing on non-interruptible and non-power-shiftable devices that are time-shiftable, an efficient solution method that solves a mixed integer programming problem with distributed renewable energy generation and ES devices is provided in [11].

In the existing works on residential load management mentioned above, the capacity of energy generation and storage is assumed to be given and fixed. To provide an optimal design on the capacity, techno-economic methods are developed in [12–14]. Since the electricity supplied only by new and renewable energy systems is not stable or economically not feasible, dispatchable fuel energy systems are added as supplementary electricity sources. For these hybrid energy systems, many works have dealt with an optimal allocation problem of the sizes between PV, ES, wind generation, diesel/gas turbines, bio-diesel generators and/or combined heat and power systems [15–19]. Extending these results, the configuration problems for polygeneration or multi-generation also have been investigated by many authors. Polygeneration represents a further integrated hybrid energy system that simultaneously provides diverse products, such as heating, cooling, as well as electricity [20]. Moreover, fresh water obtained from a local desalination unit could be a product of a polygeneration system. Definitely, renewable energy sources play a critical role in designing a polygeneration system. The works in [20–23] have provided an optimal configuration of various levels and combinations of polygeneration.

Though optimal sizing of PV and ES has been treated as a part of designing hybrid energy systems and polygeneration systems, it has been rarely considered in the context of residential load management in smart grids. The economic efficiency of installing PV and ES at home should be dependent on the varying electricity price that is a result of individual load management of the customers in the market. Thus, if a house or a building can access the electricity grid and does not have a strict mission of establishing a 100% self-produced energy system, the market price of electricity should be considered in determining an adequate (perhaps economic) size of residential renewable energy systems. In other words, the load-management behavior of other customers is an important factor when determining an optimal size of PV and ES at my home, respectively.

Motivated by the above finding, we in this paper investigate an optimal size of PV and ES, respectively, as a part of smart grids where the unit installation and maintenance cost of PV and ES, respectively, is given and the electricity price is dynamically determined as a result of the load request from all customers. Considering aggressive government polices that promote installing renewable energy sources in many countries [24–26] and the recent development of small-sized PV and ES systems for easy use in residential areas [1,27], we understand that the optimal sizing of residential PV and ES is a timely issue.
The problem we have is formulated by a $D$-day capacity planning problem, the goal of which is to minimize the overall expense paid by each customer for the planning period. The overall expense is the sum of expenses to buy electricity and to install PV and ES during $D$ days. Based on a day-ahead optimization practice of residential load management, per-hour electricity price is interactively determined by a quadratic cost function of producing the aggregate per-hour load request from all customers. On the other hand, the prices of installing PV and ES are assumed given and fixed. The overall expense is evaluated in the form of the present value at the starting time of the planning period. Since each customer wants to minimize his/her monetary expense, their objectives look conflicting, and we first regard the problem as a multi-objective optimization problem. With numerical investigation, we find Pareto-efficient trajectories of the problem. As we already discussed, game-theoretic approaches are widely used in looking for a solution of residential load management. We secondly formulate the problem as a $D$-day noncooperative game between customers, which can solve the multi-objective problem in a distributed manner and thus is better fit to the pricing practice in smart grids. In order to have a converging result of the best-response game, we add a regularizing cost term to the individual expense, like in [28], which forms the so-called proximal point algorithm [29]. With numerical investigation, the converged game-theoretic solution is shown to be worse than (or dominated by) the Pareto-efficient solutions. This means that a customer can reduce his/her expense, from the equilibrium, without increasing the expense of the other customers. In the simulation, it is seen as optimal if 54.52% of the load is covered by PV and ES systems, for which the expense caused by purchasing the equipment is about 57.48% of the total daily expense of the home considered. Moreover, when a customer optimally decides to install PV and ES systems, the expense of the other customers is also decreasing by 39.67% since the installation allows the electricity price be reduced.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our system model that consists of an overall smart grid network, a PV generation system, an ES system and residential load control. In Section 3, the capacity planning problem is formulated in the forms of multi-objective optimization and a noncooperative game, respectively, and how to obtain Pareto-efficient solutions and converging game-theoretic solutions is also discussed. Section 4 provides some results from the numerical investigation, which includes the optimal sizes of PV and ES according to the purchasing cost of the equipment, respectively, a comparison of load demand and electricity price between with and without the installation of PV and ES and a comparison between Pareto-efficient and game-theoretic solutions. In the end, Section 5 concludes this paper. The main notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations for sets, parameters and variables. PVS, photovoltaic system; ESS, energy storage system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sets</td>
<td>$\mathcal{N}$</td>
<td>set of customers in the power system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mathcal{G}$</td>
<td>set of customers that are willing to install PVS and ESS at their home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mathcal{G}_1$</td>
<td>set of customers that are already equipped with PVS and ESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mathcal{G}_2$</td>
<td>set of customers that currently do not consider PVS and ESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mathcal{A}_n$</td>
<td>set of household appliances at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>$\rho_h$</td>
<td>daily price profile at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho_{PV}^n$</td>
<td>unit cost of installing PVS by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho_{ES}^n$</td>
<td>unit cost of installing ESS by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>market rate of interest per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\kappa_n(h)$</td>
<td>hourly power production efficiency of PVS installed by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{c}_{PV}^n$</td>
<td>PV capacity installed by customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{c}_{ES}^n$</td>
<td>ES capacity installed by customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_n$</td>
<td>leakage rate of ES installed by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_{n,c}$</td>
<td>charging efficiency of ES installed by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_{n,d}$</td>
<td>discharging efficiency of installed by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{a,n}$</td>
<td>daily electricity requirement of appliance $a$ at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\zeta_{a,n}$</td>
<td>fixed energy requirement of appliance $a$ at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\eta_{a,s}$</td>
<td>standby power of appliance $a$ at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\eta_{a,w}$</td>
<td>maximum working power of appliance $a$ at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p_{n,a}^d$</td>
<td>fixed energy consumption pattern of appliance $a$ at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p_{n,a}(S)$</td>
<td>matrix of standby power of appliance $a$ at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p_{n,a}(M)$</td>
<td>matrix of maximum working power of appliance $a$ at customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$l_n(h)$</td>
<td>energy load profile by customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$l_{n,c}(h)$</td>
<td>electricity requirement due to charging ESS by customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$g_n(h)$</td>
<td>PV energy generation profile by customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$g_{n,a}(h)$</td>
<td>energy generated by PV at hour $h$ and immediately used at that time slot in customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>$s_{n,c}(h)$</td>
<td>energy storage profile of customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$s_{n,a}(h)$</td>
<td>energy charging profile of customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$s_{n,a}(d)(h)$</td>
<td>energy discharging profile of customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_{PV}^n$</td>
<td>PV capacity installed by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_{ES}^n$</td>
<td>ES capacity installed by customer $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x_{n,a}(h)$</td>
<td>energy consumption scheduling of appliance $a$ in customer $n$ at hour $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u_{n,a}(h)$</td>
<td>binary variable indicating switch control for the time-shiftable appliances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. System Model

2.1. Smart Grid Model

We consider a smart power system that consists of an energy service provider and multiple residential customers. As shown in Figure 1, the smart power system has been equipped with a two-way communication link that enables the service provider and the customers to exchange information with each other. Each customer can install his/her own photovoltaic generation and energy storage system (PVS and ESS, respectively) at home. Additionally, we assume that each customer is equipped with a smart meter that has a home load management (HLM) capability for scheduling the household energy consumption, as well as PVS and ESS if they exist. The smart meter is connected to the power lines coming from the service provider and coming from home-located PVS and ESS, respectively.

![Figure 1. Smart grid model.](image-url)

Let us define $\mathcal{N}$ to be a set of customers in the power system. We assume that $\mathcal{N}$ is divided into three disjoint subsets: $\mathcal{G}$, $\mathcal{G}_1$, and $\mathcal{G}_2$, where $\mathcal{G}$ denotes a set of customers that are willing to install PVS and ESS at their home, $\mathcal{G}_1$ denotes a set of customers that are already equipped with PVS and ESS and $\mathcal{G}_2$ denotes a set of customers that currently do not consider PVS and ESS. For each customer $n \in \mathcal{N}$, the HLM module in the smart meter computes the per-slot energy load profile $l_n(h)$ ($\geq 0$), defined as the energy that needs to be purchased by customer $n$ to supply his/her appliances at time slot $h$. Without loss of generality, we assume that the time granularity is one hour, i.e., $h \in \mathcal{H} \triangleq \{1, 2, \cdots, H\}$,
where $H = 24$ for one-day scheduling. We also assume that each HLM module does a day-ahead scheduling of residential energy consumption at the beginning of Time Slot 1. When we consider long-term multiple-day scheduling for capacity planning, superscript $(d)$ denotes a specific day. That is, $l_n^{(d)}(h)$ denotes the energy load of customer $n$ at $h$ hour of $d$ day. However, superscript $(d)$ is usually ignored for brevity, unless it is confusing.

After HLM obtains $\{l_n(h)\}_{h=1}^{H}$, the smart meter sends the daily load profile to the service provider. Let $L_h \triangleq \sum_{n \in N} l_n(h)$ be an aggregate load through the power system at time $h$. The cost $C_h(L_h)$ of generating and distributing the required electricity demand $L_h$ from the customers is evaluated by the service provider. We assume a quadratic cost function widely accepted in the smart grid literature [9,28]:

$$C_h(L_h) = \alpha_h L_h^2,$$ (1)

where $\alpha_h (>0)$ is a constant cost coefficient. We assume that $\alpha_h$ could vary time by time according to the global (national) electricity-plant operation schedule, as well as the availability of intermittent energy sources. It is noted that the cost function we consider in this paper can be either an actual energy cost for producing the required load or just an artificial cost that is used by the service provider to obtain adequate control on the electricity load [28].

To complete the day-ahead scheduling, the service provider announces daily price profile $\{\rho_h\}_{h=1}^{H}$ through the communication network connecting all of the customers, based on an average cost obtained from (1), such that:

$$\rho_h = C_h(L_h) / L_h = \alpha_h L_h.$$ (2)

With $\{\rho_h\}_{h=1}^{H}$, HLM modules re-optimize their energy consumption schedule and send the resulting load profile back to the service provider. Then, the price profile changes, and the optimization process in the HLM module is iteratively re-evoked. Since the cost function we assume in this paper is convex, such an iterative procedure could finally converge to a Nash equilibrium when the problem dealt with by the HLM module is also convex [28]. It is worth noting that the problem we investigate in this paper is not a day-ahead load management, but a long-term capacity planning, as an example, a 10,000-day planning for which a day-ahead optimization with the dynamic daily price profile serves as a subroutine.

2.2. Photovoltaic Generation Model

Let $g_n(h) (\geq 0)$ be the per-slot photovoltaic energy generation profile. We assume that $g_n(h)$ is upper-bounded by the area (i.e., the array surface area) of solar panels $c_{n,\text{pv}}$ installed by customer $n$, such that:

$$g_n(h) \leq \kappa_n(h)c_{n,\text{pv}},$$ (3)

where $\kappa_n(h) (>0)$ is an exogenous parameter that represents an hourly power production efficiency of PVS. $\kappa_n(h)$ is forecasted and given to the system, which mainly depends on the availability of the solar radiation that is a function of the sky clearness index [30,31].

2.3. Energy Storage Model

Let $s_n(h) (\geq 0)$ be per-slot energy storage profile measured at the end of time slot $h$, which is a stock variable. Let two flow variables $s_{n,c}(h), s_{n,d}(h) (\geq 0)$ be per-slot energy charging and discharging profile, respectively. Then:

$$s_n(h) = \beta_n s_n(h-1) + (s_{n,c}(h) - s_{n,d}(h)),$$ (4)
where \(0 < \beta_n \leq 1\) is a leakage rate that represents the decrease in the energy level with the passage of time. If new charging \(s_{n,c}(h) - s_{n,d}(h) = 0\) during time slot \(h\), the charged level of ESS reduces to \(\beta_n s_n(h-1)\) at the end of time slot \(h\). To complete the equation in (4), we should define an auxiliary variable \(s_n(0)\) since \(h \in \mathcal{H} = \{1, 2, \cdots, H\}\). \(s_n(0)\) represents an initial state of ESS. For a day-ahead optimization, with an arbitrary small positive constant \(\epsilon_n\), a constraint: \(|s_n(0) - s_n(H)| \leq \epsilon_n\) is imposed to ensure that ESS keeps the desired level of charge at the end of the time horizon of analysis [9] and to prevent any type of free leakage from or free influx into ESS. We in this paper adopt a strict constraint, such that:

\[
s_n(0) - s_n(H) = 0, \quad \text{for } n \in \mathcal{G}_1. \tag{5}
\]

However, since customer \(n \in \mathcal{G}\) in our problem has installed a new ESS at the beginning,

\[
s_n(0) = 0, \quad \text{for } n \in \mathcal{G}. \tag{6}
\]

When customer \(n\) considers installing or has already installed ESS with capacity \(c^a_n\):

\[
s_n(h) \leq c^a_n, \quad \text{for } n \in \mathcal{G} \cup \mathcal{G}_1. \tag{7}
\]

Furthermore, certain inefficiency could arise when charging and discharging energy into and from ESS, respectively. Let \(l_{n,c}(h)\) be the amount of electricity load to be used to charge ESS. \(l_{n,c}(h)\) is not wholly charged, but only a part of it is used, \(s_n(h)\) cannot be used by the appliances as a whole, but only a part of it \(\delta_{n,d}s_{n,d}(h)\) is used, where \(0 < \delta_{n,d} \leq 1\) is called the discharging efficiency.

2.4. Residential Load Control by HLM Module

For each customer \(n \in \mathcal{N}\), let \(\mathcal{A}_n\) denote a set of household appliances, such as heaters, dish washers, electric vehicles, etc. For appliance \(a \in \mathcal{A}_n\), let us denote by \(x_{n,a} = [x_{n,a}(1), \cdots, x_{n,a}(H)]\) an energy consumption scheduling vector of the appliance, where \(x_{n,a}(h) (\geq 0)\) is the scheduling variable at hour \(h\). The total load needed by the \(n\)-th customer is then constrained by:

\[
l_n(h) \geq \sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}_n} x_{n,a}(h) - g_{n,a}(h) - \delta_{n,d}(h)s_{n,d}(h) + l_{n,c}(h), \tag{8}
\]

where \(g_{n,a}(h)\) is the energy generated in PVS at hour \(h\) and immediately used at that time slot, and hence, \(g_{n,a}(h) \leq g_n(h)\). Furthermore, \(l_{n,c}(h)\) denotes the electricity requirement due to charging ESS for future use, \(l_{n,c}(h) \geq s_{n,c}(h) - (g_n(h) - g_{n,a}(h))\) and obviously \(s_{n,c}(h) \leq s_n(h-1)\).

For each appliance \(a \in \mathcal{A}_n\), it has the daily requirement \(E_{n,a}\) that should be met by its total daily energy consumption:

\[
\sum_{h \in \mathcal{H}} x_{n,a}(h) \geq E_{n,a}. \tag{9}
\]

Let us assume that the appliances can be described by three types of energy consumption patterns: non-shiftable, power-shiftable and time-shiftable. For non-shiftable appliances, such as heaters, the appliances have fixed energy requirement \(\xi_{n,a}\) during a fixed operation period from \(h_{n,a,s}\) to \(h_{n,a,f}\). Let \(\mathcal{H}_{n,a} = \{h_{n,a,s}, h_{n,a,(s+1)}, \cdots, h_{n,a,f}\}\) denote the set of activation hours. The consumption requirement by non-shiftable appliances can be written as:

\[
x_{n,a}(h) \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\geq \xi_{n,a}, & \text{if } h \in \mathcal{H}_{n,a}, \\
0, & \text{if } h \in \mathcal{H} \setminus \mathcal{H}_{n,a}. 
\end{array} \right. \tag{10}
\]
For power-shiftable appliances such as electric vehicles, the smart meter will schedule flexible power between a standby power, \( \eta_{a,s} \), and a maximum working power, \( \eta_{a,m} \). Thus, the scheduling is constrained by:

\[
\eta_{a,s} \leq x_{n,a}(h) \leq \eta_{a,m}.
\]  

(11)

The scheduling period could be either time-shiftable or non-time-shiftable. For a non-time-shiftable case, Constraint (11) should be satisfied for \( h \in H_{n,a} \) with a given working period \( H_{n,a} \).

For a time-shiftable case, the smart meter is able to control the switch of electricity supply corresponding to the energy consumption pattern during the scheduled period. If appliance \( a \in A_n \) has a fixed energy consumption pattern \( p_{n,a} = [p_{n,a}(1), \ldots, p_{n,a}(H)] \), the schedule result \( x_{n,a} \) has to be exactly the same as one of the cyclic shifts, \( c_{n,a,h} \) where subscript \( h \) denotes the starting time of the shift of that pattern. All of the possible shifts for the vector \( p_{n,a} \) and, hence, all the possible \( x_{n,a} \) can be put in a matrix form as:

\[
P_{n,a} = \begin{bmatrix} c_{n,a,1} & c_{n,a,2} & \cdots & c_{n,a,24} \\ p_{n,a,1} & p_{n,a,2} & \cdots & p_{n,a,24} \\ p_{n,a,24} & p_{n,a,1} & \cdots & p_{n,a,23} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ p_{n,a,2} & p_{n,a,3} & \cdots & p_{n,a,24} \\ p_{n,a,1} & \end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(12)

Let us define a binary integer vector \( u_{n,a} = [u_{n,a}(1), \ldots, u_{n,a}(H)] \) as the switch control for the time-shiftable appliance. Time-shiftable appliances are assumed not to be allowed to stop once they start, and the constraint can be written as:

\[
\sum_{h \in H} u_{n,a}(h) = 1.
\]  

(13)

Additionally, the schedule plan can be written as:

\[
x_{n,a} = P_{n,a} u_{n,a}.
\]  

(14)

\( P_{n,a} \) in (12) is also used in [10] to describe time-shiftable, but non-power-shiftable scheduling. If a time-shiftable appliance is power-shiftable at the same time as electric vehicles, let us denote by \( P_{n,a}^{(S)} \) and \( P_{n,a}^{(M)} \) the lower and the upper bound matrix of energy consumption, respectively. Each element of \( P_{n,a}^{(S)} \) and \( P_{n,a}^{(M)} \) is filled with \( \eta_{a,s} \) and \( \eta_{a,m} \) not by the fixed consumption plan, respectively. Then, the schedule should be constrained by:

\[
P_{n,a}^{(S)} u_{n,a} \leq x_{n,a} \leq P_{n,a}^{(M)} u_{n,a},
\]  

(15)

where \( \leq \) should hold for the component-wise operation of the vectors.

### 3. Capacity Planning Problem

#### 3.1. Multi-Objective Formulation

We are mainly focusing on customers in \( G \) who consider installing PVS and ESS in the future. Let \( \rho_j^{PV} \) and \( \rho_j^{ES} \) be a present unit cost of installing \( \rho_j^{PV} \) and \( \rho_j^{ES} \) at home of customer \( j \in G \), respectively. We assume that installed PVS and ESS have a life time of \( D \) days, respectively, and hence, the period of our planning problem is also \( D \) days. The unit cost includes the equipment cost, as well as the
maintenance cost during $D$ days. We also assume that the payment of every customer $n \in \mathcal{N}$ for the purchased load is made at the end of each day. Then, the payment for a specific day $d$ is:

$$y_{n}^{(d)} = \sum_{h \in \hat{H}} P_{h}^{n} l_{n}^{(d)}(h).$$

(16)

Thus, for customer $j \in \mathcal{G}$, the total cost paid over $D$ days in the present value is:

$$f_{j}(1, c_{j}^{pv}, c_{j}^{es}) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} \frac{y_{j}^{(d)}}{(1+r)^{d}} + \rho_{j}^{pv} c_{j}^{pv} + \rho_{j}^{es} c_{j}^{es}$$

(17)

$$= \sum_{d=1}^{D} \sum_{h \in \mathcal{H}} \alpha_{k} \left( \sum_{n \in \mathcal{N}} l_{n}^{(d)}(h) \right) l_{j}^{(d)}(h) \frac{1}{(1+r)^{d}} + \rho_{j}^{pv} c_{j}^{pv} + \rho_{j}^{es} c_{j}^{es}$$

(18)

where $r$ is the market rate of interest per day and $l_{j}^{(d)}(h) = \{l_{j}^{(d)}(h) | h = 1, 2, \cdots, H, d = 1, 2, \cdots D \}$ denotes the full set of load required by customer $j$ during $D$ days. For customer $k \in \mathcal{G}_{1} \cup \mathcal{G}_{2}$, the total present cost is:

$$f_{k}(1_{k}) = \sum_{d=1}^{D} \frac{y_{k}^{(d)}}{(1+r)^{d}}$$

(19)

$$= \sum_{d=1}^{D} \sum_{h \in \mathcal{H}} \alpha_{k} \left( \sum_{n \in \mathcal{N}} l_{n}^{(d)}(h) \right) l_{k}^{(d)}(h) \frac{1}{(1+r)^{d}}.$$  

(20)

It is noted that customer $k \in \mathcal{G}_{1}$ already paid for the previously installed equipment of PVS and ESS, and we ignore this cost in (19), since it is constant after $c_{k}^{pv}$ and $c_{k}^{es}$ are determined; and thus, it does not affect the cost minimization process afterwards. Furthermore, we assume that the life time of PVS and ESS already installed at customer $k \in \mathcal{G}_{1}$ is not shorter than $D$ days.

For customer $j \in \mathcal{G}$, let us denote by $\Omega_{j}$ a set of feasible load scheduling with nonnegative PVS and ESS capacities, which is summarized in Table 2. For customer $k \in \mathcal{G}_{1}$, the feasible region is similarly determined as $\Omega_{j}$, except that $c_{k}^{pv}$ and $c_{k}^{es}$ are given as a constant, respectively, and denoted by $\Omega_{1,k}$. If $k \in \mathcal{G}_{2}$, the customer does not have constraints regarding PVS and ESS, and the feasible load scheduling is denoted by $\Omega_{2,k}$. For notational brevity, let us further denote the decision vector for customer $n$ by:

$$\theta_{n} \triangleq \begin{cases} 
(1_{n}, c_{n}^{pv}, c_{n}^{es}), & \text{if } n \in \mathcal{G}, \\
(1_{n}, c_{n}^{pv}, c_{n}^{es}), & \text{if } n \in \mathcal{G}_{1} \cup \mathcal{G}_{2}, 
\end{cases}$$

(21)

where $c_{n}^{pv}$ and $c_{n}^{es}$ represent the already determined capacity of PVS and ESS for $n \in \mathcal{G}_{1} \cup \mathcal{G}_{2}$, respectively. It is noted that $c_{n}^{pv} = c_{n}^{es} = 0$, especially for customer $n \in \mathcal{G}_{2}$.

When the electricity demand for home appliances and production efficiency of PVS and ESS are given for $D$ days, the problem we have is:

$$\text{(MP)} \quad \min_{\theta_{n}, n \in \mathcal{N}} \{ f_{n}(\theta_{n}), n \in \mathcal{N} \}$$

subject to

$$\theta_{n} \in \Omega_{n}, \quad n \in \mathcal{G},$$

$$\theta_{n} \in \{ \Omega_{1,n}, \Omega_{2,n} \}, \quad n \in \mathcal{G}_{1} \cup \mathcal{G}_{2}. $$

(22)

(MP) is a multi-objective programming problem with $n$ conflicting attributes. Each customer tries to minimize his/her present-valued cost, but the respective costs are tightly coupled mainly due to the
cost function defined in (1). It is worth noting that the constraints set in (22) are decoupled according to the customer.

Table 2. Notations for the constraint set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Index Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega_{2,n}$</td>
<td>$l_n(h) \geq \sum_{a \in A_n} x_{n,a}(h)$.</td>
<td>$a \in A_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{n,a}(h)$</td>
<td>$\sum_{h \in H} x_{n,a}(h) \geq E_{n,a}$.</td>
<td>$\forall h \in H \setminus H_{n,a}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{n,a}(h)$</td>
<td>$= 0$, if $h \in H \setminus H_{n,a}$.</td>
<td>$\forall h \in H \setminus H_{n,a}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega_{n}, \Omega_{1,n}$</td>
<td>$l_n(h) \geq \sum_{a \in A_n} x_{n,a}(h) - g_{n,a}(h) - \delta_{n,a}(h)s_{n,a}(h) + l_{n,c}(h)$.</td>
<td>$n \in G \cup G_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$l_{n,c}(h) \geq s_{n,c}(h) - (g_n(h) - g_{n,a}(h))$.</td>
<td>$n \in G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$s_n(h) = \beta_n s_n(h-1) + (s_{n,c}(h) - s_{n,a}(h))$.</td>
<td>$n \in G_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\sum_{a \in A_n} x_{n,a}(h) - \sum_{a \in A_n} x_{n,a}(h) = 0 \text{ or } 1$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Pareto-Optimal Solution

A usual way to define an optimal solution of problem (MP) is Pareto-optimality. Let $\Theta \triangleq \{\theta_n\}_{n \in N}$ be an aggregate feasible solution of (MP). Then, $\Theta^*$ is said to be Pareto-optimal (or a noninferior solution) if there exists no other feasible solution $\Theta$ such that $f_n(\Theta) \leq f_n(\Theta^*)$ for $n \in N$ with strict inequality for at least one $n$ [32,33]. There are certain common approaches for characterizing Pareto-optimal solutions. We adopt a weighted scalarization of (MP) in this paper. Let $\mathbf{w} = (w_1, w_2, \cdots, w_N) \in \mathbb{R}^N$, where $N = |N|$, be a vector of nonnegative weights such that $\sum_{n \in N} w_n = 1$. Then, a weighted problem is:

$$\text{(WMP)} \quad \min_{\theta_n,n \in N} \sum_{n \in N} w_nf_n(\theta_n)$$

subject to constraints in (22). (23)

Since the long-term cost function $f_n(\cdot)$ is quadratic and strictly convex, (WMP) is a mixed integer quadratic convex optimization problem and can be solved by many solution tools, such as GAMS. Let $\Theta^*$ be a solution of problem (WMP) for given $\mathbf{w} \geq 0$. Then, $\Theta^*$ is a Pareto-optimal solution if either one of the following two conditions holds: $w_n > 0$ for all $n$; or $\Theta^*$ is a unique solution [33].

### 3.3. Game-Theoretic Approach

A day-head load scheduling in HLM is usually formulated by a game among customers. Our problem also can be seen as a long-term game. The $D$-day scheduling of a customer depends on how he/she and all other customers schedule the electricity consumption, generation and charge during the days. Let us denote by $\Theta_{-n} \triangleq \Theta \setminus \theta_n$ the aggregate feasible solution containing the load, generation and charge schedules of all of the customers except customer $n$. Then, the problem can be formulated as an $N$-player noncooperative game. Each customer $n \in N$ selects his/her own strategy $\theta_n$ in the feasible set of load schedules. The goal of each customer as a player in the game is to minimize his/her payoff function $f_n(\theta_n)$ given the aggregate load scheduling and capacity planning of the other
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customers as $\Theta_{-n}$. Let us denote by $f_n(\theta_n; \Theta_{-n})$ such a payoff function. Then, customer $n$ tries to solve:

$$\text{(GP)} \quad \min_{\theta_n} f_n(\theta_n; \Theta_{-n})$$

subject to \ constraints in (22). (24)

Unlike the problems (MP) and (WMP), problem (GP) is distributed in a sense that, with the information $\Theta_{-n}$ from the other customers or a certain central unit, each customer can get his/her own optimal strategy in a distributed way. In practice, the information needed is only the total load per hour for the planning period $\{L^{(d)}(h)\}$ in order to construct the cost function. When he/she has $L^{(d)}(h)$, $\alpha_n \left( L^{(d)}(h) - l_n^{(d)}(h) \right)$ serves as a fixed coefficient of the objective function during the distributed payoff optimization.

Regarding the formulated games, two questions are usually raised: (i) does there exist a solution that is a so-called Nash equilibrium that is a feasible aggregate solution $\Theta = \{\theta_n\}_{n \in \mathcal{N}}$ from which no single customer has unilateral incentive to deviate [6]; and (ii) does the iterative and distributed search of $\theta_n$ by (GP) converge to a Nash equilibrium, starting from an arbitrary load schedule? We leave rigorous answers to our problem for future study, but are going to numerically investigate the convergence property in this paper.

Some related results on day-ahead optimization as noncooperative load scheduling games can be summarized as follows. If there is no time-shiftable appliance at home, no energy generation and no storage and if the cost function is quadratic, then a Nash equilibrium is unique and optimal, and furthermore, a distributed algorithm converges to the equilibrium [28]. With energy generation and storage, when the hourly load required for home appliances is scheduled and fixed, the game-theoretic formulation of optimizing the level of energy generation and charge has multiple Nash equilibria, though they have the same values in the payoff functions [9]. When time-shiftable appliances are considered, a day-ahead scheduling at the HLM module becomes a mixed-integer programming problem [7], and it is not clear that the selfish game strategy of customers may produce a good solution that is Pareto-optimal [11]. Without the facilities of energy generation and storage, [8] provides a sketch of the optimality and convergence of a game-theoretic schedule including time-shiftable appliances.

In order to regularize the convergence if it takes too long or is not possible, we use a proximity point algorithm for (GP), which is described in Table 3. In Table 3, $\sigma_i > 0$ is the so-called proximity control parameter that could be set with a fixed constant or be adjusted according to the solution strategy [34]. In this method, $\Theta^{(i)}$ is updated and used as a part of the regularized payoff function. When the algorithm terminates, the most recent $\Theta^{(i)}$ is regarded as a solution.

### Table 3. Proximal point algorithm (PPA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0    | Set $i = 0$ and an initial reference solution $\bar{\theta}_n^{(i)}$ \[
\begin{align*}
\bar{\theta}_n^{(0)} &= \begin{cases} 
(0,0,0) & \text{if } n \in \mathcal{G}, \\
(0) & \text{if } n \in \mathcal{G}_1 \cup \mathcal{G}_2,
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\] Find any initial feasible starting point $\Theta^{(i)} = \{\bar{\theta}_n^{(i)}\}_{n \in \mathcal{N}}$. Set $\delta_i > 0$ and $\epsilon > 0$. |
| 1    | For $n \in \mathcal{N}$, each customer computes $\theta_n^{(i+1)}$ such that $\theta_n^{(i+1)} = \arg \min_{\theta_n} f_n(\theta_n; \Theta^{(i)}) + \frac{1}{2\delta_i} \| \theta_n - \bar{\theta}_n^{(i)} \|^2$ subject to the constraints in (22). |
| 2    | If a Nash equilibrium is reached, go to Step 3. Otherwise, update $\Theta^{(i)} = \{\theta_n^{(i+1)}\}_{n \in \mathcal{N}}$ and go to Step 1. |
| 3    | If $\| \Theta^{(i)} - \Theta^{(i-1)} \|_2 / \| \Theta^{(i)} \|_2 < \epsilon$, then terminate. Otherwise, update $\theta_n^{(i+1)} = \theta_n^{(i)}$ for $n \in \mathcal{N}$, $i = i + 1$ and $\delta_i$. And go to Step 1. |
4. Numerical Results

4.1. Simulation Setup

A set of planning simulations has been carried out using the CPLEX solver with GAMS. We assume that the period of planning is a typical consecutive three days, 72 h, for illustrative purpose. In the simulation, we consider three types of HLM denoted by HLM1, HLM2 and HLM3, which are customers in the sets of \( G, \bar{G}_1 \) and \( \bar{G}_2 \), respectively. The electricity requirement for appliances installed in each home is depicted in Table 4. Appliances are divided into three classes depending on the characteristics on energy demand: non-time-power shiftable (NTS), power shiftable (PS) and time shiftable (TS). We have designated that the amount of daily electricity requirement is different according to the customers. HLM1 requires the largest, HLM2 the second and then HLM3. To let each of the three days represent a specific day in a year, we assume that heaters are operating only for Day 1 (i.e., winter), air conditioners only for Day 3 (i.e., summer) and none of them for Day 2 (i.e., spring or fall). The other appliances should work every day.

As the coefficient of quadratic cost function, we use \( \alpha_h^{(1)} = 8.26, \alpha_h^{(2)} = 5.98 \) and \( \alpha_h^{(3)} = 9.66 \) as in [23]. Since HLM1 and HLM2 are in sets of \( G \) and \( \bar{G}_1 \), respectively, they are equipped or will be equipped with PVS and their hourly production efficiency \( \kappa_n(h) \) in PVS, which is given in Figure 2. We also assume that the already installed capacities of PVS and ESS for HLM2 are \( \bar{c}_{pv} = 4 \text{ kW} \) and \( \bar{c}_{es} = 3 \text{ kWh} \) (According to Equation (3), \( \bar{c}_{es} \) in this paper indicates storage capacity. Inverter capacity is not precisely considered for brevity in this paper. However, the per-slot energy charging and discharging profile, \( s_{n,c}(h) \) and \( s_{n,d}(h) \), should be less than or equal to \( \bar{s}_n(h) \) by (4). And thus \( s_{n,c}(h) \leq \bar{c}_{es} \) and \( s_{n,d}(h) \leq \bar{c}_{es} \) by nonnegativity of \( \bar{s}_n(h) \), which means that we implicitly assume the inverter capacity also to be \( \bar{c}_{es} \) and, hence, 3 kW for HLM2 in the simulation.) For ESS parameters, we assume that \( \beta_n = 1, \delta_{n,c} = \delta_{n,d} = 0.95 \). For objective functions, we assume \( r = 2/365\% \) and \( \rho_{pv}^n = \rho_{es}^n = 50 \text{ cents/kW} \), unless clearly stated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance</th>
<th>HLM1</th>
<th>HLM2</th>
<th>HLM3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hob and oven</td>
<td>1.0(H)</td>
<td>17–18</td>
<td>1.0(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater</td>
<td>1.0(H)</td>
<td>3–4, 23</td>
<td>1.0(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fridge and freezer</td>
<td>0.07(H)</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>0.07(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioner</td>
<td>1.5(H)</td>
<td>11–14</td>
<td>1.55(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water boiler</td>
<td>0–1.2, 2(D)</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>0–1.5, 2(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric fan</td>
<td>0–0.07, 0.7(D)</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>0–0.07, 0.8(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric vehicle</td>
<td>0–3.5(D)</td>
<td>20–8</td>
<td>0–2.3(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing machine</td>
<td>0.5(H)</td>
<td>1 h/day</td>
<td>0.5(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>0.1, 0.15(H)</td>
<td>2 h/day</td>
<td>0.1, 0.15(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishwasher</td>
<td>1.8(H)</td>
<td>1 h/day</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Pareto-Efficient Planning

It is noted that HLM1 considers new PVS and ESS to install at home in our simulation. The capacities to be installed are obviously a function of the related prices: electricity prices, market rate of interest \( r \), purchasing prices of PVS and ESS \( \rho_{pv}^n, \rho_{es}^n \). The electricity prices are determined by interactions between customers and the service provider, as described in Section 2.1. When we set \( r = 2/365\% \), Figure 3a shows optimal capacities of PVS and ESS, respectively, that could be installed at HLM1 according to the purchasing prices. We assume \( \rho_{pv}^n = \rho_{es}^n \) for any customer \( n \). The objective function used to resolve conflicting desires of the customers in the market is the sum of expenses by the customers. The straight lines in the figure show the capacities already installed at HLM2: 4 kW and 3 kW of PVS and ESS, respectively. It is seen that the optimal capacities decrease when the purchasing...
price increases. At $p_{\text{en}} = 229$ cents, ESS is not installed any more; neither is PVS at $p_{\text{pv}} = 173$ cents. It is noted that the small fluctuations in capacities seen when the price increases are due to multiple solutions of the mixed integer problem we have. As seen in Figure 3b, the average expense, however, monotonically increases as the purchasing price increases. In Figure 3b, the total and individual expenses are shown according to the purchasing price, respectively. Though HLM2 is assumed to already install PVS and ESS, the cost of equipment is added to the total expense for comparison in the figure. Every expense increases as the price increases. Especially, the expense by HLM3 that does not consider PVS and ESS also increases as the equipment price increases. This is because the lesser capacity installation in HLM1 due to the higher cost makes the electricity requirement from the grid increase and the electricity price higher. By 3.28-kW and 1.20-kW installation of PVS and ESS by HLM1 at the purchasing price of 224.42 cents, HLM3 reduces his/her expense by 27.98% compared with the expense without PVS and ESS at HLM1. This means that the economically-efficient decision of HLM1 contributes to reducing the expense for HLM3 and, thus, increasing social welfare. It is worth noting that, if the maximum power is 275 W with a PVS panel of height 2 m and width 1 m, as in [23], to install 3.28 kW PVS at home, we need 12 PVS panels and, thus, 24 square meters.

![Figure 2. Hourly capacity factor of PV generation.](image)
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Figure 3. Optimal capacities of PVS and ESS and the resulting expenses from multi-objective optimization. (a) Optimal capacities of PVS and ESS; (b) individual and average expenses resulting from optimal installation of PVS and ESS.

Figure 4a,b compares the electricity price and the load per hour with and without PVS and ESS in HLM1, respectively. With the purchasing price of $\rho_{\text{PV}} = \rho_{\text{ES}} = 50$ cents/kW, the optimal sizes of PVS and ESS are 3.28 and 1.20, respectively. “No capacity planning” refers to a result of HLM1’s decision not to install PVS and ESS. The price and load per hour with the capacity planning is mostly lower than or equal to that from no capacity planning. Especially, at the initial stage of planning period (Hours 1–4), electricity consumption is high since ESSs in HLM1 and HLM2 store the energy in order to use it for Hours 3 and 4 when the demand is at a peak due to the non-time shiftable requirement of boilers. With PVS and ESS, the peak load is reduced from 3.14 down to 2.15 and so is the price from 30.33 down to 17.75.
Figure 4. Per-hour electricity price and load profile with and without PVS and ESS in HLM1 from multi-objective optimization. (a) Electricity price with and without PVS and ESS in HLM1; (b) per-hour total load profile with and without PVS and ESS in HLM1.

Figure 5a shows the average amount of electricity generated by PVS and immediately used by appliances at HLM1, and Figure 5b shows the level of stored energy in ESS and the charging and discharging flows in each hour at HLM1. In Figure 5a, different patterns are seen in the daily usage of electricity generated by PVS, which is due to multiple-day planning. If a day-ahead optimization is considered, the energy consumption pattern is identical day by day, unless the amount of solar generation changes. In HLM1, PVS generates 61.66% of the total energy consumed during the period of planning, among which 42.93% is immediately used and 18.73% is stored and used later. When ESS is charged, the source of electricity is either PVS or the grid. In comparing Figure 5a,b, 28.79% of electricity that is stored in ESS is from the grid, which means that ESS is working not just to store the energy from PVS, but to smooth the electricity load in the period of planning by purchasing the energy adaptively.
4.3. Game-Theoretic Planning

In this subsection, a noncooperative game with the customers of the exact same configuration in Section 4.2 is investigated. Figure 6a illustrates the convergence behavior of the two solution approaches: one is with the proximal point algorithm (PPA) provided in Table 3, and the other is without it (referred to as “no PPA”). In implementing the proximal point algorithm, we test two rules of updating the proximity control parameters: an adaptive method by updating $\sigma_i = 0.95\sigma_{i-1}$ (referred to as PPA1) and a fixed method by setting $\sigma_i = N(N-1) \max \alpha_h = 57.96$ as a constant (referred to as PPA2), provided as in [11]. We use $\| \Theta^{(i)} - \Theta^{(i-1)} \|_2 / \| \Theta^{(i)} \|_2 \leq \epsilon = 10^{-4}$ as a convergence criterion. Figure 6a PPA1 converges very quickly at Iteration 6, and PPA2 finally converges at Iteration 140. However, “no PPA” seems to be hard to converge. Figure 6b shows the behavior of the expenses by PPA2 and “no PPA” for each customer corresponding to Figure 6a, which are optimized in a distributed way. The expenses achieved by PPA1 are 375.43, 417.60 and 260.58 for HLM1, HLM2 and HLM3, respectively, which are not depicted in the figure, since PPA1 converges very quickly. As seen in the figure, the expenses are almost unchanged after Iteration 100 in PPA2 and are 375.45, 417.60 and 253.61 for HLM1, HLM2 and HLM3, respectively. For “no PPA”, the expenses of HLM1 and HLM3 fluctuate over iterations. “No PPA” generates 375.29, 417.46 and 256.47 for HLM1, HLM2 and HLM3 at Iteration 140, respectively, which is obviously dominated by the solution obtained by PPA1. By comparing Figure 6a,b, we can see that PPA1 and PPA2 converge to solutions, though they are different, providing a very close result in the sense the expenses are nearly similar and one solution is not dominated by the other.

Figure 7 shows the average load per hour from the game-theoretic solution of PPA1. In this figure, it is seen that the first peak load is 2.43 kWh at Hours 3 and 4 and the second 1.87 kWh at Hours 60–62, which is a little bit higher than the peak loads 2.15 kWh and 1.57 kWh from the Pareto optimal solution, respectively.
Figure 6. Convergence behavior of game-theoretic approaches. (a) Comparison of updating distances by PPA1, PPA2 and “no PPA”; (b) comparison of updating expenses by PPA2 and “no PPA”.

Figure 7. Total load per hour from the game-theoretic solution of PPA1.
4.4. Pareto Solution vs. Game-Theoretic Solution

In order to graphically compare solutions from (MP) and (GP) in two-dimensional figures, we consider two-customer problems. Each of the customers is selected from one of the following pairs of customer sets, respectively: \((G, G), (G, \bar{G}_1), (G, \bar{G}_2), (\bar{G}_2, \bar{G}_2)\) which build four test scenarios. Appliance data from HLM1 and HLM2 are used for the first and the second customer, respectively. That is, the same electricity demand is used in testing four scenarios. We solve the problems by (WMP) with various weights (by taking \(w_1 = 0.1, 0.2, \cdots, 0.9, w_1 + w_2 = 1\)) to construct Pareto-optimal trajectories and also by PPA1 and “no PPA” to check whether the game-theoretic solution is Pareto-efficient. In PPA1 and “no PPA”, we use \(\epsilon = 10^{-3}\) as a termination condition. Figure 8 summarizes the simulation results. In Figure 8a, the results from the \((G, G)\) game are shown. With this game, “no PPA” also converges to a solution of PPA1, the expenses of which are exactly matched, and thus, only one point is shown for “no PPA” and PPA1. It is also seen that the game-theoretic solutions are not Pareto-efficient since they are above (worse than) the Pareto trajectory. This means that the expense of a customer resulting from the game-theoretic approaches can be improved without any sacrifice of the other, and thus, some solutions on the Pareto trajectory dominate the game-theoretic solutions. In Figure 8b, results from the \((G, \bar{G}_1)\) game are shown. In this case, “no PPA” converges to a solution of PPA1, and it is placed on the Pareto trajectory. Especially, the game-theoretic solutions are exactly the same as the Pareto-optimal solution obtained when \(w_1 = w_2 = 0.5\). In Figure 8c, the results from the \((\bar{G}_2, \bar{G}_2)\) game are shown, where “no PPA” converges to a solution of PPA1, but it is not Pareto-efficient. In Figure 8d, the results from the \((\bar{G}_2, \bar{G}_2)\) game are shown. In this game, the customers have not installed PVS and ESS, where “no PPA” and PPA1 give the same solution, but it is not Pareto-efficient.

By comparing the four figures in Figure 8, it is seen that the \((G, G)\) game obtains economically the most efficient solution by both of the customers optimally adjusting PVS and ESS capacities, but the \((\bar{G}_2, \bar{G}_2)\) game provides the worst solution since none of the customers would use PVS and ESS. Figure 8d→Figure 8c→Figure 8a illustrate a path of improvement in the customers’ expenses according to gradually introducing PVS and ESS into smart grids. Especially, by comparing Figure 8c,d, it is seen that the benefit of installing PVS and ESS for one customer could be shared by the other customer that is currently not willing to install the equipment. Specifically, referring to the game-theoretic solution in Figure 8c,d, installation of PVS and ESS by one of the customers (HLM1) changes the expense vector from \((578.00, 472.72)\) to \((392.47, 331.26)\), which reduces nearly 32.10–30% of the expense. If the other customer also wants to be equipped with PVS and ESS, (referring to Figure 8a), the expense further decreases to \((348.62, 290.83)\), which results in a 38.48–39.68% reduction in expense compared with the without-PVS case.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the problem of finding optimal capacities of PV and ES systems in the context of home load management in smart grids. The problem is formulated by two related problems: multi-objective optimization and the game-theoretic approach. The electricity price obtained as a result of individual load management of the customers in the market is autonomously considered in the capacity planning. Solutions from the two approaches are compared, and it is found that the game-theoretic approach cannot converge to or provide, if PPA is used, a Pareto-efficient solution. In our simulation, it is shown to be optimal if 54.52% load is covered by PV and ES systems, for which the expense caused by purchasing the equipment is about 57.48% of the total daily expense of the home considered. Moreover, when a customer optimally decides to install PV and ES systems, the expense of the other customers is also decreasing, by 39.67% in the simulation, since the installation lets the electricity price be reduced. Though the simulation is limited, it is clear that introducing PV and ES systems optimally at a customer can reduce the electricity price and hence diminish the expense of the other customers.

Unlike existing studies on optimal sizing of PV and ES, which have treated it as a part of designing hybrid energy systems or polygeneration systems, our model explicitly considers the varying electricity price that is a result of the individual load management of the customers. Thus, our model can be used to determine more practical sizes of PV and ES in residential environments. We in a future study plan to build up an autonomous and intelligent recommendation module that suggests optimal sizes of PV and ES (hopefully including wind generation) for a specific home connected to more than a thousand other customers. Moreover, we also plan to link the demand-side load management with residential PV and ES systems and the plant operation planning in the nation-wide electricity industry. In this case, the number of customers, including office buildings, factories, as well as homes could be more than tens of millions, which require specific statistical and decomposition methods to be developed.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- SM: Smart meter
- HLM: Home load management
- HA: Home appliance
- PVS: Photovoltaic generation
- ESS: Energy storage system
- NTS: Non time-shiftable
- PS: Power-shiftable
- TS: Time-shiftable
- PPA: Proximal point algorithm
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